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Alstracfi-Ihis.paper tries 1'r assess the factors which influence safety in the trucking industry
of Meko Manila.through a data set obtained from a truck driver survey conducted'in 1999.
Probit modeling is used to.assess the impact of both operational and perional factors that may
irlfluenge- driver safety. The paper also tries to examine whether the existing truck ban iir
Metro Manila has an effect on the probability that a truck driver will be iivolved in an
accidenl. Fatigr:c due -tu lack of sleeping hours caused by the escalation of nighttime
deliveries to mitigate effects of the trucli ban can negatively aifect performance and ai-ertness
of truck drivers and can be a significant determinant of safeiy. An understanding of the factors
can help policy. makers in the evaluaiion of existing demarid management meisures such as
the truck ban which can tbrm the basis of future urban freight transpdrt policies.
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l.INTRODUCTION

Safety in the trucking industry is without a doubt one of the most controversial issues in
transportation. Articles on iraffic accidents involving truchs appear more and more frequently
in the daily newspapers. A quick review.of some of these articles will reveal that the major
causes of these accidents are-usualiy attributed to mechanical failure, poor driving behavior,
driving under the influence of alcohol, sleepiness and fatigue.

The aim of this paper is to- provide a better understanding of the factors which influence safety
in the truckingindustry of l"{etro Manila. Data obtained-from a ti-rrck driver survey conducted
in 1999 is employed to accoloplish this purpose. First, descriptive statistics is usei to identify
both.persoual and operational factors that may influence driv6r safety. Probit modeling is their
conducted to assess the impact of the significant variables affeciirig safety. The paler also
tries to examine whether the existing truck ban in Metro Manila has 

-an 
effe'ct'on the

probabilit,v that a truck will be involved in an accident. The impo-tition of the truck ban has
apparently resulted in- the escalation of nighttime deliveries- performed by the affected
transport ccmpanies. Tiris-result rnay have far-reaching consequences on safety since drivers
are forced to work overnight. Ialigue due to iack of sleeping hours can negatively affect
perfgpagcg and alert_ness cf driven arid can be a signifiiani determinant oI safety in the
tn^rcking industry. While. safety couid potentially be improved immediately by changing key
variabies identified as sig:iiicant, an un,lerstanding of the factors influencirig truc[-riJateil
a.:cidents in Metro Manila can also help'policy makers arid planners in thJevaluation of
existing derrand manage::lent measures such as the tnrck ban-which can firrm the basis of
i-rture urban freight transpar: polici,.:.
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The oaoer would first provide information'on road accidents in the Philippines and the factors

uffidi,ig tuf.ty in the'trucking industry focusing on Metro Manila- fni: i. then follorued- by

it" ""uiyt* 
6n the impacts-of trucli ban on-safety in^ Metro.Manila. Finally, plausible

recommendations based 6n the findings and conclusions of the studl' are suggested.

2. ROAD ACCIDENT STATISTICS

A road acciclent is an occurrence involving a motor vehicle operating on a public road. that

i"rrttr in death, bodily injury, or property:damage (US DOT. 1996). Road traffic accident

records in the Philippinei are cohpitea by the resp,ective_regional Traffic Management

G.*il (tfr4C) of th! fnitippine l.iational- Police (PNl) Ttrese statistics are considered

"onrd*uiiu" 
because of unref6rted cases due to amicable settlements and failure of drivers to

report less serious accidents.

Official statistics gathered from the PNP show that there are 10,595 recorded cases of
u."ia.nt. in tne fiilippines for 1999, classitied as fatal (6.8qo), no^n-tatal (2p.3!o)' and

damage to property 1i2.5V"1. Th_is represents a 16 percent increase from the 9,122 cases

*p".i"a in iSS^8. A tirtat of 5,418 persons were_direc1ly affectcd by'serious traffic accidents

Li'niiriing of 969 fatalities and 4,q49 serious injuries d^uring 1999. This representt l.t.3
pir"rni if,"r""se from the 5,195 casualties recorded in 1998. However, lhe number of fatalities
iecreased by 20 percent from the 1,213 fatalitics reponed the previous year (Table 1).

Table 1. Road accidents in the Philippines for 1998 and 1999

Year Incidence Severit

Fatal Non-fatal Damage Total Fatalities Iniuries Total

1998 g4o 1,863 it,319
(10.3) (20.4) (69.3)

9,122 1,213 3,982
(23.3\ (76.7\

5lg5

1999 719 2,1.s0 7,726
(6.8) (20.3) (72.e)

10,s95 969 4,449
07.e) (82.1)

5,418

Source: Traffic Management Group, Philippine National Police (J000)

An examination of the 1999 PNP data in Table 2 reveals that driver error is the primary cause

of tramc accidents comprising an overall share of alm9s1 !Z p"_ryql! while the overall share of
accidents due to mechinical-defect @.970) and road defect (2.3V0) is only minimaL- Other

causes iucluding hit-and-run or unsolved cases make lp the remainder. with an overall share

of 11.3 perc.ni. Driver error includes accidents due to drunk driving, over speeding,

overloading, bad overtaking, t'atigue and falling asleep uhile. driving. Some studies have
pointed ouiihut driver errori stem-primarily from the lack ol discipline and traffic education
'u1none drivers of both private and public vehicles (Mendoza, forthcoming). A report-from a

daily "newspaper indica'ted that a laige pq{ o.f road accidents were caused by 
^the 

failure of
driv'ers to inierstand the most basiCtraffic signs like "no entry" (Inquirer, 2000). Although
most accidents are attributed to driver erroi it must not be underestimated that safety

improvements along the roadway and integrated into the vehicle can decrease thc probability
of a driver committing a serious error and the occunence of a crash.

Regions where large urban areas are located have the highest percentages of accidents (Table

2 a"nd Figure l) as-manifested by Metro Manila or the Nalional Capital B"gPn (NCR) with
almost 35 perc6nt, Davao in Region 11 with 15 percent, and Cebu in Region T with about 13

percent. This reiult demonstrites that urbanized _ 
areas, rvhere population growth and

motorization rates are high, face greater safety risks due to increaseci levels of exposure of the

oooulation to motorized'traffic.-In addition, it can also be deduced that the number of
i"6ia"ntr is strongly related to traffic activity and congestion.
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Driver Mechanical Road Others
Error Defect Defect

2,6e0 (80.4) 14 (0.4) 32 (1.0) 609 (18.2)

sl (8e.s) s (8.8) 0 (0.0) 1 (1.8)
se (e8.3) I (r.7) 0 (0.0) 0 (0.0)

2s2 (81.3) 31 (10.1) 11 (3.6) 14 (4.6)

sez (78.3) 7r (e.4) 14 (1.8) 7e (10.4)
r44 (80.0) t2 (6.7) 8 (4.4) 16 (E.e)

zes (86.3) 36 (10.s) 7 (2.r) 4 (1.2)
t,t4t (e1.2) sl (4.1) 14 (1.1) 4s (3.6)

1s (83.3) 7 (7.8) 0 (0.0) 8 (E.e)

621 (83.s) 14 (r.e) 4 (0.5) r05 (14.1)
r7L (71.s) 40 (16.7) e (3.8) 19 (8.0)

1,330 (e0.8) 57 (3.9) 41 (2.8) 37 (2.s)
13s (46.7) 23 (8.0) 17 (5.9) 1r4 (39.4)
16C (4e.8) 6e (zr5) se (18.4) 33 (10.3)
s't (82.6) 8 (1r.6) 3 (4.4) I (1.4)

7.916 (81.5) 47s (4.9\ 224 (2.3\ 1,093 (11.
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Table 2. Cause ofaccidents by region (1999)

Region

NCR
Region I
Region 2

Region 3

Region 4
Region 5

Region 6

Region 7

Region 8

Region 9

Region l0
Region 1l
Region 12

Region 13

CAR
ARMM

3,345
57
60

308
756
180

342
1,257

90
744
239

t,465
289
321

69

192

(34.s)
(0.6)
(0.6)
(3.2)
(7.8)
(1.8)
(3.s)
(12.e)
(0.e)
(7.7)
(2.4)
(1s.1)
(3.0)
(3.3)
(0.7)
2.0

Total

Numbers in ( 1 indicaie percentages.

Sc,urce: Traffic Managemenl Group. Pnrlippirre National Police (2000)

Cagayan Vailey (Region 2)

Metro }lanila r' 'l')
Central Luzcn (Region 3)

Bicol llegion (Regicn 5)

Southern Tagalog (Region 4)
Easiern Visayas
(Regrcn 8)

Central Visayas
(Region 7)

Visayas
Northem Mindanao
, (Region i0)6)

CARAGA
(Region 13)

Southern
Mindanao

(Region 1l)

Central Mintlanao
(Region 12)

Figurc 1. Regional map

Westem
Mindanao
(Region 9)
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Pertaining to type of vehicles (Table 3), automobiles form the majority of road traffic
accidents in 1999 with a 40 percent overall share, followed by jeepneys with 20 percent,
buses with around 17 percent, and trucks with almost 13 percent. In Metro Manila (NCR)
where the rate of motorization is the highest, automobiles were invoived in more than half of
the accidents (52Vo) followed by bus (31Vo) and trucks (970). Aithough the share of truck
accidents ranks only third in Metro Manila, other regions such as Region 5 and Region 10
identify trucks as the principal transport mode involved in an accident. In addition, regions
adjacent to Metro Manila such as Region 3 and Region 4 show that the incidence of accidents
involving trucks is significantly higher than other modes wilh the exception of the automobile
(and jeepney in Region 4). Further investigation of the PNP data reveals that a considerable
amount of accidents in these regions occurred at National roads and at North and South
Expressways connecting to Metro Manila.

Table 3. Road acciderits according to vehicle type by region (1999)

NCR

Region 1

Region 2

Region 3

I{egion 4

Region 5

l{egion 6

Region 7

Region I

1,737 (3r.2)
e (10.8)

e (11.0)

38 (e.2)

101 (8.9)

42 (1.s.7)

s3 (e.7)

6s (3.4)

r6 (15.4)

14 (l.e)
24 (8.5)

141 (6.5)

32(10.6)

30 (10.2)

t3 (22.o)

s22 (9.4) 2.87e(51.6)

t7 (2O.5) 22 (26.s)

11(13.4) r7 (20.7)

e0 (21.8) tts (27.e)

231 (20.3) 39r (34.4)

59 (22.1) 47 (17.6)

107 (1e.s) 107 (19.s)

ll9 (6.3) 60e (32.2)

e (8.7) 12(11.5)

60 (8.0)

e2 (32.7)

340 (15.7)

34 (11.3)

3e (13.3)

5 (8.5)

344 (4s.6)

48 (17.1)

92e (42.8)

40 (13.3)

84 (28.7)

27 (4s.8)

372 (6.7) 30 (0.s)

17 (20.s\ 7 (8.4)

16 (re.s) t7 (20.7)

84(20.4) 32 (7.8\

277 (24.4) 77 (6.8)

s8(2r.7) 31(11.6)
133 (24.2) '78 (14.2)

864 (45.6) t7s (e.2,\

38 (36.s) 18 (i7.3)
249 (13.u)

66(23.s)
sle (23.e)

62(20.6)

54 (18.4)

1l (18.6)

82 (10.e)

48 (17.r)
13e (6.4)

84 (27.e)

43 (r4.i)
1 (1.7)

s,576 (39.s)

83 (0.6)

82 (0.6)

412 (2.9\

1,137 (8.1)

267 (1.e)

s4e (3.e)

1,894 (13.4)

104 (0.7)

754

281

2,170

301

293

59

i60

(5.3)

(2.0)

(1s.4)
(2.1)

(2.r)
(0.4)

1.1

36 (0.6)

11 (13.3

12(14.6

Region 9

kegion 10

Rcgion 1l
Region 12

Region 13

CAR
ARMM

s3 (12

60 (5.3)

30 (11.2

7r (12.

62 (3.3)

11 (10.6

49 (t6.3
43 (1,4.

2 (3.1)

2l (13.1

5 (0.7)

3 (1.1)

ro2 (4.7)

1' 27 (16.9 21 /r3.r 42

Total 14,122 r00.0
Numbers in ( ) indicate percentages.

Source: Traffic Management Group, Philippine National Policc (2000)

Although accidents involving trucks are comparatively rare, they tend to be mcrre serious. In
any collision between a truck and an automobile, the occupants of the automobile are at a
greater risk of serious injury and death. Minor damage to a truck can cause enorrncus damage
to an automobile. Unfortunately, accurate and mmprehensive data that can support this claim
on truck accidents are not readily available in Metro Manila, let alone in thc Philippines.
Nevertheless, a study done in 1983 indicated that for a sample of accident statistics in Metro
Manila, trucks were involved in about 26 percent of fatal accidents (MMUTSRAPB 1984).
This amount is significaof considering that trucks repre:icnt less than 10 percent of the
vehicles on the road. H0avy freighl vehicles are indeed involved in a lrigher prbportion oi'
fatal accidents than other vehicles. even thougli ihcy are underrepresentsd in all road traffic
accidents. Further research is needcd to examine the cxtent and severii',, of truck involvement
in accidents by directly analyeing primary solr:res oi accident dau such as the Traffic
Accident lnvestigation Report (TAIR).

16.7) r,762(12.51 5
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3. FACTORS THAT AFFECT SAFETY IN THE TRUCKING INDUSTRY

3.1 Literature Review

Several studies have tried to explain the factors involved in truck-related accidents.
Explanatory variables include individual driver characteristics such as age, occupational
experience, hours of service, and fatigue, among others. Other significant variables relate to
operational characteristics such as low pay rates, size and type of firm, irregular route
schedules, truck configuration, and nighttime driving. Since human error is cited more often
than mechanical defects in truck-related accidents, there is a need to examine variables such
as and similar to the aforementioned.

Driver error caused by fatigue is perhaps the most obvious safety risk in the trucking industry.
Fatigue results in a decreased ability to maintain functionality due to mental or physical stress.
As identified by the Fatigue Countermeasures Group, sleep loss and circadian rhythm
disruption are the two major physiological phenomena that cause fatigue. Sleep loss describes
the phenomenon of getting less sleep than needed for maximum performance and alertness.
losing a couple of hours of sleep can result in negative effects including degraded judgment,
lack of concentration, and slowed reaction time, among others. The circadian rhythm, on the
other hand, is the human body's intemal clock that governs how the body functions on a daily
basis. Any attempt to change the circadian rhythm can alter the way organs function, and
disrupt human physiology and behavior resulting in severe damage to the body. Fatigue is the
discemible effect of this damage. Fatigue is a normal response to many conditions common to
trucking operations because of sleep loss, shift schedule, and long work cycles.

A study by the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB, 1990) in the U.S. found that the
most frequently cited probable cause of heavy truck accidents that were fatal to the truck
driver was fatigue (3IVo), followed by alcohol and drug use impairment (29Vo). In 1995, the
Board released the findings of its study on truck driver fatigue and concluded that the most
critical factors in predicting fatigue-related accidents were the duration of the most recent
sleep, the amount of sleep in the past 24 hours, and whether the sleep was split into shorter
periods of time rather than one long period of time. Further analysis of 1993 Fatal Accident
Reporting System (EARS) data indicated that truck driver fatigue was a contributing factor in
as many as 30 to 40 percent of all heavy truck accidents (N-i-SF, 1995). In a study of driver
fatigue in Australia, Haworth, et al. (1989) estimated that fatipue'wa-r a contributing factor to
between 9 and 20 percent of fatal accidents involving trucks.

In 1996, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) released the results of a 1-year
comprehensive commercial vehicle driver fatigue and alertness study (FHWd 1996). Among
the major findings of the report were: 1) time of day had more impact on driver fatigue and
alertness than cumulative time on duty, with drowsiness more likely to occur when driving
during the night than during daytime, and 2) drivers in the study did not get enough sleep and
were not very good at assessing their own levels of alertness as manifested by their tendency
to rate themselves as more alert than the performance tests indicated.

Disaggregate models of motor carrier accidents developed by Kaneko and Jovanis (1992)
considered the driver's age and occupational experience, the number ofhours off-duty prior to
the last trip, and the number of hours driven in the last trip. They concluded that although
driver age and the number of hours off-duty prior to a trip did not appear to be significant
factors affecting accident rates, driver experience and the number of consecutive hours driven
were significant. The highest risk groups were associated with drivers with less than five
years of truck driving experience and drivers who had driven a truck continuously for nine
hours or more.

Moses and Savage (19q4) investigated the relationship between accidents and trucking firm
characteristics such as size, ownership and type of cargo carried. They concluded that truck
accident rates decline as firm size increases indicating that larger firms have superior safety
performance than smaller firms. Based on their estimates, larger firms have about 50 percent
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lower accident rates than smaller firms. With respect to ownership, the study found that
private carriers, or those carriers primarily involved in moving the products of their parent
company, have accident rates 20 percent lower than for-hire carriers. The report further
revealed that among the for-hirc carriers, trucks carrying general commodities have accident
rates 10 percent higher than trucks carrying specialized cargoes. Accident rates involving
fatalities and serious injuries are 20 percent higher for carriers of hazardous materials than
other carriers.

The type of caniage the truck driver is involved with, either short-distance delivery (short
haul) or long-distance transport (line haul), may also affect accident rates. Short haul drivers
are assigned short turnarounds to deliver a shipment to a nearby city, pick up cargo, and drive
it back to their home base the same day, Long haul truck drivers, on the other hand, haul loads
from city to city tbr a week or more before retuming home. These truck drivers spend most of
their working time behind the wheel but may also load or unload their cargo after arriving at
the final destination. Since drivers on long runs may face boredom, loneliness, and fatigue,
they are thought to face greater risks than short haul drivers.

3.2 The Metro Manila Thrck Ban

There are no known studies whether the existing truck ban in Metro Manila has a significant
effect on safety. A recent study by Punzalan (2000) tried to investigate the socio-economic
impacts of the truck ban from the viewpoint of truck operators and drivers, as well as on truck
operations. The study found that the truck ban has significant effects on trip-making routes
and ',vork schedules which resulted in increased practice of nighttime deliveries. This has
considerably reduced the sleeping hours of operators and drivers and undesirably affected
iheir personal and family activities. Tids result has significant implications on safety as well,
as fatigue owing to sleep deficiency cen negatively affcct truck drivers' performance and
alertness. This paper will be an attempt to evaluate the truck ban from the vieu,point of safety.

The truck ban ordinance of Metro Manila is a directive prohibiting freight vehicles from
traveling along major roads within the metropolis during peak hours. It was initially
implemented in 1978 to alleviate the effects of traffic congestion and to eliminate
broken-down trucks from major roads. The original truck ban prohibits cargo trucks with a
gross vehicle weight of more than 4 tons from using eleven major roads from 6:00 to 9:00
A.M. and 4:00 to 8:00 P.M. during the weekdays. The present truck ban, which is the result of
several amendments, is categorized into two types: 1) peak-hour truck ban at ten major routes
from 6:00 to 9:00 A.M. and from 5:(X) to 9:00 P.M. everyday except Sundays and holidays,
and 2) all-day truck ban along Epifanio delos Santos Avenue (EDSA), the city's major
thoroughfare. from 6:00 A.M. to 9:00 P.M. everyday except Sundays and holidays. The
truck's gross vehicle weight was also raised from 4 tons to 4.5 tons. This means that light
container vans carrying cargoes are exempted from the truck ban. There is an ongoing debate
on whether the truck ban, in actuality, has beneficial effects. However, there has been no
comprehensive attempt to study the effects of the truck ban mainly because of the
unavailability of accurate data on freight volumes and truck operations. Nevertheless, the
National Economic and Development Authority in 1981 tried to evaluate the economic effects
of the truck barr and concluded in their report that "economic losses due to the truck ban are
indeed substantial". It further recommended the "immediate iifting of the ban to stave off
further losses, not only to truck owners but to the economy as a whole" (NEDA, 1981).
However, some technical reports questioned the accuracy of the study as it did not consider
the benefits of reduced traffic and relied on data and methodology which were quite suspect.

4. DRIVERINTERVIEW SURVEY DATA

4.1 Descriptive statistics

To assess significant factors of safetv in the trucking industry of Metro Manila, the study
utilized data from a truck driver interview survey ct ,rtlucted by the National Center for
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Transportation Studies of the University of the Philippines in 1999. The survey was actually
canied out as part .of a research on the impacts of the existing truck ban in the trucking
industry of Metro Manila (Punaalan, 2000).

The survey used random sampling procedure in which interviewers selected truck drivers
stationed at the terminals of the North and South Harbors and the Manila Intemational
Container Terminal (MICT) at random. One hundred eighty-four samples were collected in
which five samples were excluded due to incomplete answers, thereby resulting in 179
samples used for analysis. The survey collected information on: a) respondents'
characteristics such as marriage status, household, and education; b) respondents' work
history and job characteristics such as truck driving experience, type of firm, employment
status, type of vehicle driven, income, type of compensation; c) driving behavior such as time
spent working and resting, amount of sleep obtained, accident in the last 12 months; d)
perception about the most common causes of accidents; and e) drivers' attitudes toward the
truck ban. The data is perhaps the most comprehensive collection of truck driver's individual
and operational characteristics in Metro Manila.

Descriptive statistics of the factors hypothesized to have a significant effect on safety were
generated by relating it to whether the truck driver reported having been involved in an
accident in the last 12 months before the interview. This is a binary variable that take a value
of one if the respondent replied in the affirmative and zero otherwise. Basic descriptive
statistics on the sample of truck drivers are presented in Table 4. "All samples" refers to the
179 total data samples while "accident samples" refers to the data samples in which the
respondent was involved in an accident in the last 12 months.

Table 4. Descriptive statistics on the sample of drivers

Driver characteristics
Age
Truck driving experience
Income per month
Hours-of-sleep
kss than high-school education
High-school graduate
Some or all of college
Manied

35.7 years (std. dev. = 9.35)
10.7 years (std. dev. = 7.49)

8,006 (std. dev. = 2,333;
4.8 hours (std. dev. = 1.77)

27.4Vo
67.6Vo
5.OVo

79.3Vo

36.2 years (std. dev. = 9.59)
10.3 years (std. dev. = 8.62)

7,671 (std. dev. = 2,194;
4.4 hours (std. dev. = 1.58)

3O.lVo
6l.4Vo
8.6Vo

74.3Vo

Operational characteristics
For-hire firm
Trailer-truck
Trip frequency per week
Knowledge of truck ban ordinance
Night-time driving
Use of banned routes

93.\Vo
44.l%o

5.8 trips (std. dev. = 1.93;
63.lVo
93.3Vo
22.9%

95.77o
52.9Vo

5.7 trips (std. dev. = 1.951

55.lVo
97.17o
34.3Vo

Accident in last 12 months 39.lVo

4.2 Driver characteristics

The general relationship between age and accidents follows a U-shaped curve. Young drivers
are likely to be involved in accidents as they are still in the process of improving their driving
skills. Accident rates then go down as mature drivers achieve driving competence.
Subsequently, accident rates rise again for older drivers as information processing capabilities
decrease and motor skill responses decline due to the natural aging process. The collected dala
samples, however, are not adequate enough to substantiate this trend. Nevertheless, a
comparison of the mean ages of the two sample types in Table 4 indicates that the mean age
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of drivers for "accident samples" is relatively higher than "all samples" signifying that
increase in age increases the likelihood of a driver to be involved in an accident.

Experience in truck driving is associated with a higher level of truck safety. As indicated in
Table 4, the average truck driving experience for "accident samples" is lower than the average
truck driving experience for "all samples", implying that drivers with less occupational
experience are more likely to be involved in an accident. Table 5a shows the percentage of
accidents according to the number of years of occupational experience. Drivers with less than
6 years experience reported the highest percentage of accidents with around 43 percent. The
accident rate declines as the drivers gain experience as shown by 34 percent for drivers with 6
to 10 years of experience, Ll percent for those with 11 to 20 years experience, and 10 percent
for those with 21 to 30 years experience.

Drivers receiving higher salaries tend to drive safer than drivers with lower salaries. A check
of Table 4 indicates that drivers who were involved in accidents have an average income of
7,671 pesos a month while drivers in all samples receive an average of 8,006 pesos a month.
Table 5b confirms this result and shows that the percentage of accidents decreases as income
increases. Truck drivers receiving less than 7,000- pesos a month reported a higher percentage
of accidents at around 39 percent, followed by drivers receiving 7,000 to 8,999 pesos a month
at 34 percent, and so on. I.ow wages can be a determinant of safety, as drivers who are not
paid a sufficient wage may have to work an additional job to make ends meet. This puts
eno[nous strain on drivers and encourages them to violate current rules on maximum
working hours. It is assumed that as income increases, the likelihood of accidents decreases.

Numerous studies have confirmed that the average person needs about 8 hours of sleep to
sustain alertness. Table 4 indicates that drivers who had an accident in the last 12 months
spent an average of just 4.4 hours of sleep while the average sleep for all interviewed drivers
is only 4.8 hours. This result supports the impression that most truck drivers are chronically
sleep-deprived and functioning below the level of optimum alertness. The percentage of
accidents generally decreases as the amount of sleep obtained increases. Table 5c shows that
truck drivers who spent less than 3 hours of sleep reported 44 pd,rcent of accidents. Drivers
who had 3.1 to 5 hours sleep also reported 44 percent while those who had 5.1 to 7 hours of
sleep rtiported around 10 percent. It is expected that increases in the amount of sleep will
decrease the probability of accidents.

Table 5. Accident statistics by experience, income and hours of sleep

a) b) c)
Experience Percent Income/mo. Sleep Percent

<6yrs
6-10yrs
11 - 20 yrs
21 - 30 yrs

> 31 yrs

42.86
34.28
11.43
10.0
1.43

38.57
34.29
17.14
7.14
2.86

<3hrs
3.1 - 5 hrs
5.1 - 7 hrs
7.1 - t hrs

>9hrs

< 7000
7000 - 8999
9000-10999
r1000-12999

> 13000

44.29
44.29
9.99
1.43

0

The relationship between education and the likelihood of accident apparently contradicts
conventional belief as revealed in Table 4. Looking at the variables relating to education (i.e.
less than high school, high-school graduate, and college) and comparing their percentages for
the two sample types, it can be observed that drivers who completed some or all of college
were proportionately more involved in an accident in the last 12 months thereby contradicting
the popular impression that educational attainment results in increased safety (5% for all
samples vs.8.6Vo for accident samples). As expected, the proportion of accidents increases for
drivers who have not completed high-school education (27.4Vo for all samples vs. 30.0% for
accident samples). In contrast, the proportion of accidents for truck drivers who finished high
school decreases from 67.6 percent for all samples to 61.4 percent for the accident samples.
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These results 
.sugge.st. that exceptional educational attainment is not a precondition to safe

driving. As the driving profession relies more on manual skill rather than intellectual
capability, many trucking companies a_r9 not very strict about educational attainment as long
as.the driver can prove-his ability to s:fely handle and operate large vehicles. In general, trucf
drivers must have at least finished high school, and must be alble to read ani speai< well
enough to read road signs, prepare simple reports, and communicate with law eniorcement
officers and the public.

43 Operational characteristics

Truck operators or for-hire trucking companies employ the majority (93Vo) of the interviewed
drivers. Thi-s ig expected considering that the survey was done lniide the port area. This
percentage further increases to almost 96 percent upon examination of the sainpte of drivers
involved in an accident. Thus, it is hypothesized that drivers working for a for-hire firm are
more likely to be involved _in accidents than private carriers. The presumption is that private
carriers place.more emphasis on.safe operation since it is the compiny's own cargo that^would
be. damaged in.case of an accident. Another advantage of private iarriers is tf,at they have
relatively repetitious operations implying that drivers are more familiar with specific routes
and local conditions.

Fifty-three percent of truck drivers with involvement in an accident in the last 12 months
operate .trailer-trucks. Articulated and trailer-type trucks apparently present greater hazards
than rigid.or single-u.nit trucks. Geometric characteristics ofrbads oiteh limit rianeuverability
and visibility of trailer-type trucks, thereby increasing the risk of an accident. Increasei
aborted. passing maneuvers of automobiles are also- anticipated because of the longer
dimension of trailer-trucks. Truck accident statistics in France reveals that trailer-ty=pe
commercial vehicles were involved in more serious accidents than single-unit trucks (OECb,
!!e\. \ the U.S., studies in North Carolina have shown that large t[ctor-trailer trucks had
higher fatal accident involvement rates than single-unit trucki between 1995 and 1999
(Hugtres, et 

-aI., 2W).. Angle crashes represented tha highest probability of an accident, while
the share of overturning trucks was between 12 to 15 percenl of fatal crashes. Overtums are
frequent as a consequence of the poor lateral stability oi trailer-type trucks. It is predicted that
drivers using trailer-type trucks have a greater risk of being involved in an accident.

Knowledge on the truck ban serves as a proxy on how well truck drivers are informed of
existing traffic rules and regulations. As mentioned in the previous sections, driver enor is the
priry.ary cause of accidents, and that a major portion of it-is due to negligence of some basic
traffic rules and regulations. The suwey revealed that 63 percent of ihelnterviewed drivers
were well informed of the truck-banned routes and their conesponding schedules. In contrast,
only 56 percent of the drivers involved in an accident in the tast t2 mbnths were able to state
the truck ban schedule correctly. It is assumed that drivers familiar with the truck ban
ordinance are less likely to have accidents.

Nighttime drivingincreases the risk of a fall-asleep accident. Truck drivers who work at night
also face greater risk because they are disrupting their body's natural time clock or circadlan
tlyt!9. Another factor related tonighttime driving is the poor visibility of trucks at night. An
O^ECD- study reveals thg_t one of the main causes of nighttime accidenti is the poor perieption
of trucks by motorists (OESP: 1992). Majority or around 93 percent of truck itriveis peiform
nighttime deliveries to avoid the adverse effects of the truck lian. Ninety-seven percent of the
drivers reported involvement in an accident in the last 12 months.

There are drivers who risk using the banned routes to speed up transport operation of goods
with strict delivery schedules in the hope that they will not be apprehended by a police officer,
or, if apprehended, they can easily "pay their way out" by brlbing the police bfficer not to
issue any violation. This practice is prevalent as law enforcement in Metro Manila is
relatively lenient. As shown in Table 4, approximately two out of ten drivers interviewed will
risk using the truck-banned routes when faced with'a rush delivery. The ratio increases to
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three out of ten for drivers who were involved in an accident in the last 12 months. Thus, the
probability of accidents increases for drivers who use the banned routes during the truck ban
period.

5. THEANALYTICAL MODEL

5.1 Probit Model

The data presented in Tables 4 and 5 provide preliminary findings of how variables will affect
the likelihood of accidents. It is difficult, however, to discern from these bivariate statistics
the relative importance of driver and operational characteristics in determining the occurrence
of an accident. A multivariate statistical model is employed to explore their relationship.

The dependent variable, accident, is represented by a dummy variable where a respondent
involved in an accident in the last 12 months is coded as 1, and 0 otherwise. The driver's
individual and operational characteristics, represented by a vector x, serve as independent or
explanatory variables. Hence, a regression relationship can be defined as:

Y- - p'x+e

where B' is a vector of parameter coefficients to be estimated, e
is an unobserved response variable represented by the observed
Y, defined as: 

,

Y-t ifY'>0
Y = 0 otherwise

(1)

is a disturbance term, and Y.
dummy variable on accident,

(2)

Assuming that the disturbance term, e, is normally distributed across observations and the
mean and variance are normalized to zero and one, respectively, the Probit model is used to
estimate the above relationship in the general framework of probability models:

Prob (Y= 1) - 0O)dt
(3)

= tD(f'x)

where O( ) is the cumulative distribution function, and (r) is the density function of the
standard normal given by:

Ex

I.

r0-#*o(-;,')

The choice of a probit model over the logit model is arbitrary. Because the cumulative normal
distribution and the logistic distribution differ very little, and only at the tails, the empirical
results obtained from the two models will be very close, unless the sample size is very large
(Maddala, 1983, Greene, 2000). This does not apply to our data set.

Since the probit model does not take on a linear form, the estimated coefficients, p', are rlot
accurate estimations of the effects of the independent variables on the probability. The
marginal effects are thus computed. The marginal effect of a particular variable reports the
change in probability of the dependent variable following a unit change in the independent
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variable, or. in the case of dummy variables, a switch from 0 to 1, while holding other
variables constant. Thus, the marginal effects are simply the derivatives of the probit function
with respect to a particular explanatory variable. Hence,

a

a* 
o(prl = O(p'x) p (s)

Maryinal effects are usually evaluated at the means of the explanatory variables.

5.2 Identification of variables

The explanatory variables in the estimation include driver characteristics, operational
characteristics, and perceptions on the existing truck ban. Table 6 defines the variables, as

well as the expected signs for the coefficients indicating whether the variable will cause an

increase or deirease inlhe tit<etihood of accidents. A positive sign on a continuous variable
such as age, truck driving experience, and income, among others, implies that the likelihood
of accident increases as the value of the specific variable increases by one unit. Similarly, a

positive sign for a dummy variable such as married, for-hire firm, trailer truck, erc., indicates
that rhe likelihood of accident in;reascs as the dummy variable takes on a value of one.

In the model, experience (EXPER) is included and age is omitted beqruse- of the high
correlation between the two variables. It is expected that the sign for EXPER will be negative
implying that more experienced drivers are less likely to have an accident. Marital status
(IVIARRIED) is includeil to differentiate married and single drivers. It-is believed that manied
drivers will drive safer presumably because they will be more careful given that they have
dependents or a family to considei. The expected sign on MARRIED -is negative implying
thit being married decieases the probability of accidents. Fducation is included to enable us
to test h-ow different levels of education affects the likelihood of accidents. Educational
attainment is coded as two binary variables, less than high school (NO-HS) and some or all of
college (COLLEGE), with the high school graduate being the excluded category. A positive
sign is expected for both variables.

Dummy variables for the type of firm and truck configuration are includqd_and represente9 by
FOR HIRE and TRAILERirespectively. It is expected that the variable FOR-HIRE will have
a positive sigrr, implying that- drivers workinf for a for-hire firm are more- likely to be
involved in accidenis ihai private carriers. Likewise, the sigr for the truck-trailer variable is
expected to be positive imflying that drivers using trailer-trucks have a greater risk of being
involved in an accident.

A continuous variable for INCOME is included to allow for possible financial effects on
accidents. This variable is a proxy for driver wage rates. A negative sigr is expegted implying-
that as income increases, tie lii(elihood of accident decreaies. To consider the effects of
fatigue, a continuous variable on hours-of-sleep (SLEEP) is included. The e-xpected negative
sign- on SLEEP indicates that increases in the amount of sleep decreases the occurrence of
accidents.

Dummy variables that relate to the truck ban are: knowledge of truck ban (BAN-KN-OW),
nighttii,re deliveries (NT_DRIVE), and use of banned routes during rush- delivery
(B-AN_USE). The expicted sigrr f6r the BAN_KNOW variable is negative implying that
drivers famiiiar with existing traffic rules and regulations like the truck ban ordinance are less

likely to have accidents. 0n the other hand, the expected positive sign on NT-DRIVE
variable indicates that the likelihood of accident increases when the driver performs nighttime
driving. Finally, a positive sign is expected for BAN_USE indicating that the probability of
accidents increases for driveriwho use the banned routes during the truck ban period.
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Table 6. Variables used in the estimation

Dependent variable Measurement

Accident, Y 1 = accident in the last 12 months
0 = otherwise

Independent variables Measurement Expected Sigtl

Exoerience and marital status

Job Experience, EXPER
Marital Stalus, MARRIED

years

I if manied, 0 otherwise

Education

NO-HS

COLLEGE

1 if less than high school education,
0 otherwise
1 if some or all of college,
0 otherwise

I-\pe of firm

FOR-HIRE I if driving for a for-hire firm,
0 otherwise

Truck confieuration

TRAILER 1 if driving a trailer{ype truck,
0 otherwise

Income and sleep hours

Income per month, INCOME
Hours of sleep, SLEEP

pesos

hours

Truck ban issues

BAN-KNOW

NT_DRIVE

BAN_USE

1 if driver understands truck ban

ordinance,0 otherwise
1 if driver performs nighnime
driving, 0 otherwise
1 if driver violates truck ban during
rush delivery, 0 otherwise

6. RESULTS OF PROBIT ESTIMATION

Thbte 7 presents the probit estimation results for the hypothesized accident model. The
estimated binary probit model is significant as manifested by the likelihood ratio statistic of
31.01 which is well above the 95 percent critical value from the chi-squared distribution wilh
11 degrees of freedom set at 19.68. Thus, the null hypothesis that the coefficients of the
explanatory variables ate zeto is rejected. Furthermore, majority of the signs on the marginal
effects are consistent with the theoretical predictions. Significant explanatory variables at the
SVo and l|Vo level for a two-tailed test are COLLEGE, TRAILER, SLEEB BAN-KNOW
NT_DRryE, and BAN_USE.
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Table 7. Probit marginal effects

t-stat

EXPER
MARRIED
NO_HS
COI IFGE
FOR_HIRE
TRAILER
INCOME
SLEEP
BAN_KNOW
NT_DRtVE
BAN_USE

-0.001855
-0.077362
0.r27864

0.337596*
-0.028910

0.187612**
-0.000019

-0.046930* *

-0.150257*
0.357105*

0.254487**

0.8364
0.7341
0.4352
0.1507
0.0654
0.87s2
0.0235
0.2880
0.0392
0.0682
0.0663
0.0065

-0.340
-0.780
1.437
t.842
-0.157
2.266
-1.063
-2.062
-1.824
1.836
2.723

Number of observations
Degrees of Freedom
Likelihood Ratio Test Statistic

179
11

31.01

I Significant atT0Tolevel -

** Significant al SVo level

Being married (MARRIED), although statistically insignificant, decreases the probability of
accidents as shown by a negative sign. The same effect is revealed by the coefficients on
experience (EXPER) and income (INCOME), supporting the assumptions made a priori. Job
experience and income are also not sigrificant influential variables of accident occunence.
Likewise, the regression results show that the type of trucking firm (FOR_HIRE) is not
sigrrificantly related to the occurrence of accidents.

Higher educational attainment has a sigrrificant positive relationship with accidents. The
0.337 coefficient on COI r FGE indicates that drivers who had attended and/or finished
college are 33.7 percent more likely to have an accident than those with a high school degree.
Likewise, drivers with no high-school degrees (NO_HS) have a positive effect, although
statistically insignificant, on the likelihood of accidents. These results support the previous
assumptions made.

Also, the coefficient for drivers operating a trailer truck (TRAILER) is positive and
statistically significant. These drivers are 18.7 percent more likely to be involved in an
accident than non-trailer truck drivers, all else held constant.

As expected, the coefficient on sleep (SLEEP) significantly affects the likelihood of accidents
negatively. Drivers who sleep more are less likely to be involved in accidents. The -0.0469
coefficient indicates that for every increased hour of sleep, a driver is almost 4.7 percent less
likely to be involved in an accident.

The coefficients on the variables related to the truck ban are all statistically significant. The
coefficient on knowledge of the truck ban variable (BAN_KNOW) is -O.15, indicating that
drivers who are familiar with the truck ban ordinance are 15 percent less likely to have
accidents than their counterparts unfamiliar with the regulation. On the other hand, drivers
performing nighttime deliveries (NT_DEL) are 35.7 percent more likely to be involved in
accidents than drivers working only during the day. Likewise, the coefficient for drivers
violating the truck ban during rush deliveries (BAN_USE) has a positive effect on accidents.
Violators of the truck ban are faced with d grealer accident risk of 25.4 percent than drivers
avoiding the banned routes.
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7. {1!}tCn-U$ICra*

ThiS stuuj ilas expiilco iite cit'r.tii;ri,ntS of sufety in . truCking induStrv of Me"ru Manila'

Detaileil data of inriividual truck drivers, tt eir opJrii'c-. f 
"fr"t..tZtiitics, 

ind attitudes on the

J*i.,iru rn ut tu,,, r,*."-]"iJJ";n-tlr",-i"iiytl* Probi, estimation results luggest that the

likeiihood of accidents l;;; urhrrn . irivcr opetates a trailer-truck, has no.complete

ili|i;ic- or tn, i*"f u;;;di;;il. pr*o*.9 nigfittime deliveries, violates truck ban rules,

and bas issufficient .f""il fri"rgir^iitf"tG ,naicaG that. the .probab-ility. 
of accident increases

;;,-"1.;Jiffiioniif a'ari.,ei operates a trailer-truck. A driier unfamiliar with the truck ban

;id;;; i. ffi rS p"riri *oi.1iti1y 1q be involved in an accident, while a driver who

iiiiir*i rigtttir" aai"*i* il;;;"d 36.percent higher probabilitv.of h3v{8 an accident

ih;;-&fi wno ariuis'tnlftfitrh" diy. Likewi-se, a driver uiins thc banned routes

during truck Uan nours-ls-B pi.t[ft mo* iikcly to encounter an aoiident than a driver

avoidins the truck-bann.a .utJu. Firi*ty; rt t likelihood of accident decreases by 4.7 percent

as the nlmber of sleeping hours increases by an hour'

The results suggest that policies centered on education of the elriver are likely to be effective

il;;;il i*?["""ia.Jtr:B;;r; Aiirer eror is the predomiPqol *51 factor of accidents,

sienificanr effon must b;6;A; lli*irutirg oi reiucing driver 
^enors 

or mitigating. the

:if#'ffi;fJ"*.. iirir"i education on the bas'rc road signl and-traffic.rules and regulations

il;h ; th" truck ban, #;"irit;f aiiu"rs to improve tfr'eir skills cfn be.major:Jf!:ryP
inhance truck drivers' safety perfbrmance. Policies on mandatory tlamf|8 beiore ue lssuan@

oi truJt driver licenses shoriki be strictly exercised. Truck driver education may ggy1 
" Il,gj

;'"ifif ffi 
t,;utrs""[i"#.:T]'lf 

"i";',*l?f 
-li'1ifl 1!',lf ,;ffirr"r3',"ii'i,x':trfi 

1
;h;;;"f;driring cooi!rc lilGrilflc" t*,itn taffiq gigrls ia rc4rlations are emphas?ed,

2) oraclicins ranse - *h;;" dtitidirittJ 
"t" 

polished bJfore actuil road exposure' and 3)

6ir-'rf,i:.ia:d;;frC -;il;; arivers"learn from ictual trafftc exposure on thc road.

In ad.dition. rroti.:ies that focus on the cffective management of nighttime delivcrics can be

;";iil;'"i;;; t'";ffing t"r"tv' wnitJ it is not ieasiblc to eli-minatc nigbttimc 4ti"io+
;i;;;;;;ki ui rigur"tiSni trt"i "i. io restrict thc &iving hours of drivers working tt.*u4.
ii;;;ilii, ;h"" ifii-*ii"p crashes are. morc prcvalent. It is.encouraged that a rotation of

drivers be done i, .uci-I ;t th.i;ghttimi ariring and the assoc-iated accident risk is

distributed among drivers'

Another important result of thc studv. is the find$8 that.the qck bT h* 19i1:1J,Tp-T1::
the likelihoird of accidents. This result suggests that Policy rnakers should 

^t{tgrouqnly 
t*ltY

the effects of the truck ban and find ways to alleviate its negattve-impacts' AlthougD ltmay oe

imoossible to eliminate the existing truck ban at Present' thcre.shou-ld bc.gUldmg Potlqes on

the management of nighttime deliverics, and strict imFlemeltation of maxrmum worx,rng'nour

rules ro ascerrain thar ;;ck dril"rg-gct ttt proper qigep they need. Truck drivers should be

^,.. 
,*.o oredictabre schlCuiei 

"s"onen 
is 'possible so ilat they can properly plan fo.r

sufliiient sl6ep and fuifill family obliggtions. This is.especiaily y.npol{t to dnveni wno worK

iri.t"ioi riir,r .rritr *5lo-"irotaiivc steep depnvaiion c,juto 
-colnciae with the disrupted

circadiin rhyirm, thus increasing aocident risk.

F:nallv. the lack of adequate data on the characteristics of largc trucks involved in accidents

i;i,$ili i;rrh;;;r;;^*tlli is esse"tial that a sigrificant effort bt rnade to obtain such data'
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